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There is a lot of stuff happening on the page, but after a few minutes the solver should recognize
the gist of what’s going on: raw materials (ie. input words) are being operated on by robots to
construct orders (i.e. output words). We see two assembly lines, which meet at the bottom of the
page near the robot labeled Elmer.

The array of five green squares next to the final robot suggests that it operates on each of the
five words that pass through its station. Since the arrays associated with the other eight robots are
left blank, we assume it is important to understand when exactly each robot works (and relatedly,
what each robot does).

The functions of the robots are suggested by their names and confirmed by trial and error. The
lefthand assembly line (Line A) consists of CAESAR BOT (which acts by Caesar shifting), TOB Y BOT

(which reverses letter order in the string), and ROBOSPIERRE (which removes the head, or first
letter, of the string). The righthand assembly line consists of WHY BOT (which adds a terminal Y),
JUGGLETRON (which anagrams strings), ROBOVANGOGH (which removes the substring EAR), EGO BOT

(which adds the substring ME), and RHO BOUGHT (which acts by homophone replacement). Combin-
ing these lines is ELMER3000, which concatenates the outputs of the two lines.

Each robot works whenever doing so will create a valid English word as an output. Working
forwards and backwards, we discover that the input words are transformed as follows:

CHIAS MINIM LOAF WINTER POTS

CAESAR BOT CHIAS MINIM TWIN WINTER POTS

TOB Y BOT CHIAS MINIM TWIN WINTER STOP

ROBOSPIERRE CHIAS MINIM WIN INTER TOP

" " ALL MUS SHED PLEADER

WHY BOT " " ALLY MUS SHED PLEADER

JUGGLETRON " " ALLY SUM SHED PEARLED

ROBOVANGOGH " " ALLY SUM SHED PLED

EGO BOT ME ALLY SUM MESHED PLED

RHO BOUGHT MI ALLY SOME MESHED PLED

Finally, ELMER3000 concatenates each pair and we obtain the five compound words CHIASMI,
MINIMALLY, WINSOME, INTERMESHED, and TOPPLED. Since these words were given, the only place to
look for information is in the ON/OFF pattern (indicated in GREEN/RED in the diagrams above).
Since each robot encodes a 5 bits of ONs and OFFs, we interpret using binary (with A = 1, etc.)
In the left assembly line this produces the letters DIG; in the right, we obtain HEART.
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The final thing to do is run each word through the appropriate assembly line. Again, each robot
works when possible, and our two chains are:

DIG → PUS → SUP → UP

HEART → HEARTY → EARTHY → THY → THYME → TIME

Finally, ELMER3000 concatenates our strings, and we obtain the answer to the puzzle: UPTIME.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

The turnaround time for creating this puzzle was limited to about two weeks. As such, we did
not want to enter into anything too elaborate, and quickly settled on a “robots work on a thing
according to some programming” theme. We found a variety of transformations that ended on the
string UPTIME, but we were not sure how to format the puzzle around this conclusion.

We eventually settled on the binary encoding for the second application, but it was not clear
that the same transformations used to convert DIG and HEART into UPTIME could be applied
to make other words. And indeed, it was impossible, but we changed a bunch of robots and made
it work. After that, most changes were stylistic. We thought that guessing the robot’s algorithm
would be a fun challenge, and it helped us cut down on the wordiness of the puzzle. After a botched
test solve, we added the Orders to Fulfill box at the bottom of the page.

This puzzle firmly sits in the “should not be possible” class of puzzles, in that most combinations
of ON/OFFs applied to a single chain of words have no valid in/out options. The miracle that
saved us is the fact that the binary encodings of both DIG and HEART bias heavily towards OFFs.
(Overall, we have 14 ONs and 26 OFFs.) It is far easier to find words that our robots cannot operate
on than to find words that they can operate on, so this strange bias was a godsend. Unsurprisingly,
UPTIME is the only word that can be formed (from any pair of inputs) if each robot always works.

This puzzle was prepared for a small, local hunt and was solved by most (if not all) teams. The
most common confusions concerned the extract order from the first round of operations (ie. an
ordering for the letters in DIG and HEART) and whether or not the robots always operated.
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